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Abstract
Sopena in his survey [E. Sopena, The oriented chromatic number
of graphs: A short survey, preprint 2013] writes, without any proof,
that an oriented cycle ~C can be colored with three colors if and only if
λ( ~C) = 0, where λ( ~C) is the number of forward arcs minus the number
of backward arcs in ~C. This is not true. In this paper we show that ~C
can be colored with three colors if and only if λ( ~C) = 0 (mod 3) or ~C
does not contain three consecutive arcs going in the same direction.
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1 Introduction
Oriented coloring is a coloring of the vertices of an oriented graph G such
that: (1) no two neighbors have the same color, (2) for every two arcs (t, u)
and (v, w), either β(t) 6= β(w) or β(u) 6= β(v). In other words, if there
is an arc leading from the color β1 to β2, then no arc leads from β2 to β1.
The oriented chromatic number χo(G) of an oriented graph G is the smallest
number k of colors needed to color G. It is easy to see that an oriented graph
can be colored by k colors if and only if there exists an homomorphism from
G to an oriented graph H with k vertices.
Oriented coloring has been studied in [1–11], see [7] for a short survey
of the main results. An oriented cycle of length n ≥ 3 is a sequence of
vertices ~C = v0, v1, . . . , vn−1, each vertex vi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, is connected
with the next vertex by an arc, either by (vi, vi+1) ∈ A( ~C) (forward arc)
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or by (vi+1, vi) ∈ A( ~C) (backward arc); vn denotes v0. For each pair of
consecutive vertices vi and vi+1, we define λ(vi, vi+1) = 1 if (vi, vi+1) ∈ A( ~C),
and λ(vi, vi+1) = −1 if (vi+1, vi) ∈ A( ~C). For the whole cycle
λ( ~C) =
n−1∑
i=0
λ(vi, vi+1).
In other words λ( ~C) is the number of forward arcs minus the number of
backward arcs in ~C. In his paper [7] Sopena gives, without any proof, the
following lemma:
Lemma 1 ([7]). If ~C is an oriented cycle then:
1. χo( ~C) = 2 if and only if the orientation of ~C is alternating.
2. χo( ~C) = 3 if and only if λ( ~C) = 0 and the orientation of ~C is not
alternating.
3. χo( ~C) = 4 if and only if λ( ~C) 6= 0 and ~C is not the directed cycle ~C5
on 5 vertices (see Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Oriented cycle ~C5
It is easy to see that 1. is correct. In the cycle ~C5 with all five arcs going
in one direction (see Fig. 1), every two vertices can be linked by a directed
path of length 1 or 2, therefore χo( ~C5) = 5. It is also true that every directed
cycle ~C except ~C5 can be colored with four colors. We give a proof of this in
Section 3. But the characterization of cycles colored with three colors given
in Lemma 1 is not correct. In this paper we shall prove the following:
Lemma 2. If ~C is an oriented cycle then:
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1. χo( ~C) = 2 if and only if the orientation of ~C is alternating.
2. χo( ~C) = 3 if and only if λ( ~C) = 0 ( mod 3) or ~C does not contain three
consecutive arcs going in the same direction, and the orientation of ~C
is not alternating.
3. χo( ~C) = 5 if and only if ~C = ~C5.
4. χo( ~C) = 4 otherwise.
In Section 2 we describe oriented cycles colored with three colors and in
Section 3 we shall prove that every directed cycle ~C except ~C5 can be colored
with four colors.
2 Coloring with three colors
For every coloring oriented graph G with three vertices, there is a homomor-
phism from G either into the cycle ~C3, see Fig. 2, or to the cycle ~V3, see Fig. 3.
Thus if a cycle ~C is colored with three colors, then there is a homomorphism
from ~C into ~C3 or ~V3.
Figure 2: Oriented cycle ~C3
Figure 3: Oriented cycle ~V3
Lemma 3. An oriented cycle ~C can be colored by a homomorphism into ~C3
if and only if λ( ~C) = 0 (mod 3).
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Proof. Suppose that the cycle ~C = v0, v1, . . . , vn−1 and λ( ~C) = 0 (mod 3).
Consider now the function h : ~C → ~C3 defined by h(v0) = 0 and for every
1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
h(vk) =
k−1∑
i=0
λ(vi, vi+1) (mod 3)
It is easy to see that h is a coloring homomorphism.
Suppose now that there is a homomorphism h : ~C → ~C3. Then it is easy
to see that, h(v1) = h(v0) + λ(v0, v1) (mod 3) and for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
h(vk) = h(v0) +
k−1∑
i=0
λ(vi, vi+1) (mod 3).
Finally
h(v0) = h(v0) +
n−1∑
i=0
λ(vi, vi+1) (mod 3).
Thus,
λ( ~C) =
n−1∑
i=0
λ(vi, vi+1) = 0 (mod 3).
Lemma 4. An oriented cycle ~C can be colored by a homomorphism into ~V3
if and only if ~C does not contain three consecutive arcs going in the same
direction (→→→ or ←←←).
Proof. It is easy to see that if ~C can be colored by a homomorphism into ~V3,
then ~C cannot contain three consecutive arcs going in the same direction.
On the other hand if ~C does not contain three consecutive arcs going in the
same direction, then define the function h : ~C → ~V3 to be h(v) = indegree(v).
To see that h is a homomorphism, consider two neighbors vi and vi+1, and
suppose that there is arc from vi to vi+1. Then:
• h(vi) 6= 2, because indegree(vi) ≤ 1,
• h(vi+1) 6= 0, because indegree(vi+1) ≥ 1,
• h(vi) = h(vi+1) = 1 is not possible, because otherwise three arcs
(vi−1, vi), (vi, vi+1), (vi+1, vi+2), will have the same direction.
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Thus we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 5. An oriented cycle ~C can be colored with three colors if and only
if λ( ~C) = 0 (mod 3) or ~C does not contain three consecutive arcs going in
the same direction (→→→ or ←←←).
3 Coloring with four colors
The following lemma is in [7] without any proof.
Lemma 6. Every oriented cycle ~C except ~C5 can be colored with 4 colors.
Proof. Every cycle with 3 or 4 vertices can be colored with 4 colors.
Suppose first that ~C of length n ≥ 6 has all n arcs going in one direction.
Then there are two nonnegative integers a, b, such that n = 3a+4b, and ~C can
be colored by a homomorphism into the graph with arcs 0→ 1→ 2→ 3→ 0
and 2→ 0.
If ~C has arcs in opposite directions, then it has a vertex, say vn−1, of
outdegree 0. In this case color vn−1 with color 3 and the path v0, v1, . . . , vn−2
with colors 0, 1, 2 as in Lemma 3
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